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A Word from Your Lead Presbyter: “What Are We Going Back To?” Questions on 
Sacred Pathways for the Church-Emergent 

 
The following was shared in a blog post by Rev. Ryan Landino, Lead Presbyter for Transformation, as a reflection from teaching a 
virtual class at the Covenant Gathering, an inter-generational conference hosted by the Synods of the Covenant and Lincoln Trails 
(we had members from our presbytery as participants and on the Leadership Team!) The class involved watching a video, and then 
having a Zoom chat afterwards. The text and blog are a reflection of that class. 

 

 

1. Watch video about sacred pathways  

2. Click this link and take survey—write down your top three sacred pathways https://groupleaders.org/spiritual-
pa...  

3. Look at Luke 10:38-42, http://bible.oremus.org/?ql=425536986, and see how many sacred pathways might be 
at play in this text! 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 
“My spirituality has actually deepened during this pandemic.” 

 
 
These words continue to bake in my head upon hearing them in a Zoom call earlier this week. 
The question that prompted it was, “How has this pandemic affected your spiritual practices?” 
And that was the response. And I have been chewing on it ever since. 
 
Like you, I have been lamenting through this pandemic not only lives lost and injustices 
revealed, but also lost plans and disrupted community practices. In the longing for this nightmare  
 
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oRCv_5R5Ak7PNcGdeMndIM3dvpn_OlDqhXj_Ljyq0O1r6EDcoeJD6lLj57HE11j2KPNk9zOZFMsffwGca9IZV0t6RovlbugO3GL-tSsyzIlFHEw6TpMlH5VpkRj9qQred5qdgZL1xlbEOT5OVkBnpGu9Onx7XYjbN1tInqCTWB1O6Ixur64v2ks14LqkkWzRUDiEFA4_e7erhmTZct55YCpajPTae3DMs705vRib8eJdvny9J4NdCl42KUpPRxPZlV1hl4nnqMpM0dkVxPBaTw==&c=-2L-nAd7d4630zt5aGDlD0l28uaUFB-p7Yd9eHihHq5VIpPDO-b6Qg==&ch=o_0Hj-vp3WFZV4rTuKPN-fbEDuO_C63Ig8MLjHwvJiFbGQxZusQ1eA==
https://youtu.be/h8rx0jOc-nQ
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?redir_token=QUFFLUhqbnhGR0xmdXFKUTZDSW1CNGs4cDA4b0h5VF9Wd3xBQ3Jtc0tuNThRSmxlV1ljOVI3b25SRFQ3WVFGTUtlLUNwbTJ1N0NlSVdoUEh6eU51RzdwQWFXc1l6WHduMmtlQmFYdml2XzRGSm5YcnFFeGljLXppRWFESmxJZzVpREFyZUk3V3pZTDJ1VWUwYy1mSmh3aF9yTQ%3D%3D&q=https%3A%2F%2Fgroupleaders.org%2Fspiritual-pathways-assessment&event=video_description&v=h8rx0jOc-nQ
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?redir_token=QUFFLUhqbnhGR0xmdXFKUTZDSW1CNGs4cDA4b0h5VF9Wd3xBQ3Jtc0tuNThRSmxlV1ljOVI3b25SRFQ3WVFGTUtlLUNwbTJ1N0NlSVdoUEh6eU51RzdwQWFXc1l6WHduMmtlQmFYdml2XzRGSm5YcnFFeGljLXppRWFESmxJZzVpREFyZUk3V3pZTDJ1VWUwYy1mSmh3aF9yTQ%3D%3D&q=https%3A%2F%2Fgroupleaders.org%2Fspiritual-pathways-assessment&event=video_description&v=h8rx0jOc-nQ
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?redir_token=QUFFLUhqbmJta01xS2tVd3V1WVBnNUNvUTduNmxvNC01QXxBQ3Jtc0tsUTc2YWxKUWx5TTVOOEtjaW82MFotN1U2aFUzd3oyT0JsZ0R2alBYT2IwQktTck1vWEhDUFhkWGxyOVFUTGxXaFdxRUsxVjA4UndtWnhaTURha04zd0lZZE42OEJaWDdDQUxERzBZbW53RHdVMUNoVQ%3D%3D&q=http%3A%2F%2Fbible.oremus.org%2F%3Fql%3D425536986&event=video_description&v=h8rx0jOc-nQ
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to end, many churches are regathering, attempting to aggressively reclaim a sense of the old 
normal in efforts to fill that church-shaped hole in our hearts. 
 
But this single observation said over a Zoom call has awakened in me a new wondering about 
the assumptions that we are making this time about “going back to church.” Is it possible, that 
something else has already begun to open? And if so, what if the alternative, temporary plans 
we have made for safe community practices are not a time-wasting detour, but are actually our 
Spirit-spoken directions from God’s GPS? 
 
Now, the best cases have already been made for why we should not gather yet (or if we do, 
only with the most thorough protective and spacing measures, and even then at great risk), 
cases that are medically, scientifically, and ethically based. I am wholly behind those arguments 
and you should be too. What I am going to do here is assert a secondary argument for not re-
gathering yet—we could very well be prematurely returning to old models that may in fact reveal 
to be spiritually stifling for our people, and we are wasting a moment to reconstruct, reconfigure, 
and rejuvenate the church from top to bottom to be more just, more relevant, and more alive 
than ever before. 
 
But first, before I go too far down the road of “there is a great opportunity for the church here,” I 
want to be clear that this pandemic is terrible, as is our national response, and I want to be 
careful not to glorify this moment of death that is disproportionately impacting our Black, 
Indigenous, People of Color siblings and their communities, built on long-maintained structures 
of inequity. We need to lament, grieve, and fully advocate for the safety, wellness, and health, 
loving-hearted and science-minded. 
 
And while we do that, struggling to be at least somewhat faithful through this crisis, a voice 
arises from the community: “My spirituality has actually deepened during this pandemic.” I want 
to explore why, and whether there’s more. 
 
This conversation sprung out of a wonderful opportunity I had this week to teach an online class 
on Spiritual Practices at the virtual Covenant Gathering, an inter-generational volunteer-run 
conference hosted by the Synods of the Covenant and Lincoln Trails (Presbyterians from Ohio, 
Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois). While I am fond of saying, there was no class in seminary that 
taught us how to lead through this pandemic, in doing my prep work I did find there was ONE 
THING taught in seminary that I realized had more bearing on ministry during this pandemic 
than I previous realized: Gary Thomas’ “Sacred Pathways.” 
 
The book introduces nine different sacred pathways that connect us to the divine. While our 
worship is of God and the saving Love of Jesus Christ, there are certain arenas where we are 
more awake to the presence of God than others, depending on who we are. The Spiritual 
Pathways are: 

 
1. Naturalists: Loving God Out of Doors 
 
2. Sensates: Loving God with the Senses 
 
3. Traditionalists: Loving God Through Ritual and Symbol 
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4. Ascetics: Loving God in Solitude and Simplicity 
 
5. Activists: Loving God Through Confrontation 
 
6. Caregivers: Loving God by Loving Others 
 
7. Enthusiasts: Loving God with Mystery and Celebration 
 
8. Contemplatives: Loving God Through Adoration 
 
9. Intellectuals: Loving God with the Mind 
 
 
Here is a six minute video crash course on I made on the different sacred pathways for the 
class, as well as a survey on identifying your dominant sacred pathway(s). (You should 
take it. It’s fun.) It’s a wonderful conversation to have with a session or a board (I have!), 
exploring which sacred pathways are available in your worship life (see Mary and Martha story 
in Luke 10:38-42 for a fascinating clash between different pathways claiming superior 
faithfulness!), and where your people may be thirsty because your community isn’t permitting 
access to less familiar sacred pathways. 
 
Like all rich theological discussions about community, there seems to be a clear BEFORE and 
AFTER when it comes to the pandemic, and I have discovered there may be an amazing 
conversation to be had around how we are struggling to seek authentic sacred pathways to the 
divine that are safe, sustainable, and effective, a conversation I am not entirely convinced is 
happening. For example, much of our lament about gathering is about the traditionalist sacred 
pathway of holy routines and symbols and familiar worship. Because I would argue this sacred 
pathway most reflects our pre-pandemic model, mobilizing energies to relieve traditionalist 
discomforts and meet their expectations has been a primary focus. And that is fine traditionalism 
is a valid sacred pathway. 
 
But what about the other sacred pathways? How is the pandemic affecting them, and how might 
we more richly engage these other ways of connecting to God? Here is where conversation can 
come alive, and our need to have it has never been more evident. I believe it can give us a 
nudge into a conversation around what our “new normal” may become should we ever emerge 
from this pandemic. 
 
Let’s take each sacred pathway one at a time, as they are presented in the book: 
 

 

1. For Naturalists:  
 

In our presbytery, some of our most rugged naturalists took a hard hit with the wise but difficult 
cancellation of the Wilderness Christian Camp at Stronghold. These days, I notice during this 
pandemic people are participating in worship and hearing your sermons from porches, from 
backyards, in front of bird feeders. I myself am currently writing this piece from my tree hammock 
in my yard in full view of my neighbor’s pond while two Canadian Geese chill out in the shade 
nearby. I have never used my backyard as a chapel before, and I am noticing the majority of  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oRCv_5R5Ak7PNcGdeMndIM3dvpn_OlDqhXj_Ljyq0O1r6EDcoeJD6lLj57HE11j2lyLJU2r6rliETSQxYPgO3MFJIq-24pHnPyzIS8_XP1QQNESMLE4TdVgsx9iOXmLO3YupIxSqtiIcb59UFte6iQ4n8SKurWiwx0JjTJf_XzcYu6Pv1dbg-8RjdbLgUZmvgSKAaGcMwDc=&c=-2L-nAd7d4630zt5aGDlD0l28uaUFB-p7Yd9eHihHq5VIpPDO-b6Qg==&ch=o_0Hj-vp3WFZV4rTuKPN-fbEDuO_C63Ig8MLjHwvJiFbGQxZusQ1eA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oRCv_5R5Ak7PNcGdeMndIM3dvpn_OlDqhXj_Ljyq0O1r6EDcoeJD6lLj57HE11j200XA4V1tvxv-Baz6mOfkrMfhHAUYtZ3qUbGiwHs_PwJINGBZzCxEqiNzpPh2Pf1Duj6Q-Dayx0efAVJQiQ2D3g==&c=-2L-nAd7d4630zt5aGDlD0l28uaUFB-p7Yd9eHihHq5VIpPDO-b6Qg==&ch=o_0Hj-vp3WFZV4rTuKPN-fbEDuO_C63Ig8MLjHwvJiFbGQxZusQ1eA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oRCv_5R5Ak7PNcGdeMndIM3dvpn_OlDqhXj_Ljyq0O1r6EDcoeJD6lLj57HE11j2UFyzxO9qRFRs9c-2jzH-9yW2VqQGXMuwHr2eEFgE4hnSV4tsFm7dwkbgRALLUaJgVSpvCMgRp28l4sTasUaV_49j9SYJH2av7f7t7XYAWcrkuhIiDCM09g==&c=-2L-nAd7d4630zt5aGDlD0l28uaUFB-p7Yd9eHihHq5VIpPDO-b6Qg==&ch=o_0Hj-vp3WFZV4rTuKPN-fbEDuO_C63Ig8MLjHwvJiFbGQxZusQ1eA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oRCv_5R5Ak7PNcGdeMndIM3dvpn_OlDqhXj_Ljyq0O1r6EDcoeJD6lLj57HE11j2UFyzxO9qRFRs9c-2jzH-9yW2VqQGXMuwHr2eEFgE4hnSV4tsFm7dwkbgRALLUaJgVSpvCMgRp28l4sTasUaV_49j9SYJH2av7f7t7XYAWcrkuhIiDCM09g==&c=-2L-nAd7d4630zt5aGDlD0l28uaUFB-p7Yd9eHihHq5VIpPDO-b6Qg==&ch=o_0Hj-vp3WFZV4rTuKPN-fbEDuO_C63Ig8MLjHwvJiFbGQxZusQ1eA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001oRCv_5R5Ak7PNcGdeMndIM3dvpn_OlDqhXj_Ljyq0O1r6EDcoeJD6lLj57HE11j2rQYf6Xh8U-_zRKgr0W5O-qLVoja-KRV6rhJpxlcYWc1fe0K_a31_JJLxgeMDZX5Mzq3Mov7QNsItJnUA_GGdWD1ZKjHc9_tYTT7Fh666Ii8=&c=-2L-nAd7d4630zt5aGDlD0l28uaUFB-p7Yd9eHihHq5VIpPDO-b6Qg==&ch=o_0Hj-vp3WFZV4rTuKPN-fbEDuO_C63Ig8MLjHwvJiFbGQxZusQ1eA==
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my prayer life is now spent there. (Also I have a describable prayer life now.) My nature-
heightened senses have been more sensitive to the divine whispers of prayer than ever before 
this pandemic. I want to explore this. 
 
Questions for the Church-Emergent:  
 

• How might the church foster a communal experience of nature as we participate in our 
faith movements in our own nature spaces? 

 
• Consider the theology of the architecture of your indoor spaces; how might we do the same 

for our outdoor spaces? For those leading worship outside, how do you incorporate your 
natural settings, the wind, the birds, the grass, into your liturgy? 

 
• How might we begin thinking through how to connect with God through nature in the colder 

months, as this pandemic drags on? How might the experience of nature be spoken into 
by those who suffer allergies, the heat, or direct sunlight, and what does hospitality look 
like for them when we encourage alternate outdoor community? 

 
 

2. For Sensates:  
 

This is a hard time to not be able to engage all of your senses in your faith practices, especially 
when practicing touch can actually be deadly. This is the time to look for ways to engage the 
senses creatively in other ways than sight and sound of video productions. I want to explore 
this. 
 
Questions for the Church-Emergent:  
 

• How might we create and share art together as a faith community? 
 

• What has been your experience with leading photo scavenger hunts with your 
congregation? 

 
• When was the last time you purchased new music? 

 
• Do you have the time and resources to experiment with cooking? (Can you share your 

recipes and food pics?) 
 

• How might we situate all of the above in our prayer lives? 
 

 

3. For Traditionalists:  
 
It is possible that you are among those who have been hardest impacted, since the majority of 
your spiritual practices are rooted in gathering rhythms. I have been inspired by the efforts of 
pastors to take on steep learning curves and hours of labor beyond their training to provide for 
the traditionalist sacred pathway. I recall a pastor telling me about how fulfilling it was to 
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(re)discover the discipline of offering regular prayer by Zoom; every day at 7:00pm, my 
notifications alert me to his 6-10 minute devotion time that includes prayer and lectionary 
readings. Personally, one of my early coping methods was daily prayer walks to more clearly 
mark the line between working from home and homing from work. I want to explore this. 
 
Questions for the Church-Emergent:  
 

• What are some daily or weekly disciplines that we can encourage for people looking for 
safe, consistent, and familiar worship rhythms? 

 
• Are you safely able to record any messages while social distancing in your traditional 

worship space so people can access it that way? What about a virtual zoom background 
of the pulpit or table in your sanctuary? 

 
• What would it look like to give people a glimpse of sacred items from your traditional 

worship space: the chalice, a hymnal, Bible. 
 

• Might these approaches permit more flexible “on the road” experiences of worship 
outside of your traditional space? 

 
 

4. For Ascetics:  
 
In a culture that struggles with silence, with filling our calendars with programs, with 
valuing doing over being, might there be an opportunity to bless a simpler, less complex means 
of being a community of faith? In talking about spiritual practices with pastors at the beginning 
of this pandemic, I still remember the story of the pastor who (re)discovered the value of walks 
through the neighborhood WITHOUT being connected to a device. I want to explore this. 
 
Questions for the Church-Emergent:  
 

• What is the quietest, simplest, least complex, meaningful element of your congregation’s 
spiritual life? 

 
• In what ways are we giving people permission to embrace the scaled back, simpler, less 

complex, quieter? 
 

• Might there be new and creative ways to harness our solitude to increase our knowledge 
of the divine being with us where and as we are? 

 
 

5. For Activists:  
 
There are so many daily injustices being exposed, and so many opportunities for faithful 
activism, that it can feel overwhelming if we have not cultivated sustainability practices for the 
short bursts and long marathon that is social justice activism. One area of relief I felt in this 
pandemic was when it was revealed that there was no noticeable surge in Covid-19 cases by 
the protests against police brutality in the wake of the murder of George Floyd in late May/early 
June (masks and being outside theorized as most helpful measures). There is hope that such 
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a mass-mobilized faith response into the streets could still be deployed in spite of the 
pandemic! I want to explore this. 
 
Questions for the Church-Emergent:  
 

• How might the church bless these efforts, and focus our outrage into actionable 
measures? 

 
• Is there a specific project that your congregation can work on, safely from the pandemic? 

 
• Might there be opportunity to share testimony around activism experiences, like joining 

protests, advocating for an issue, or having church representatives report on joining a 
local social justice organization like SURJ (Showing Up for Racial Justice) or a local 
chapter of Black Lives Matter? 

 
• Have you engaged in any book studies around race and justice, and what are your next 

steps commitments upon the completion of those studies? 
 

• Have you explored resources by the PC(USA), studied policy statements, and amplified 
the work of our national Office of Public Witness? 

 
 

6. For Caregivers:  
 
I think we might be underestimating how much of an impact this pandemic has had on those 
who are spiritually energized by caring for others. We have restrictions visiting nursing homes 
and hospitals. We are limited by the hands-on nature of a lot of caregiving activity. As one 
pastor said at the beginning of the pandemic, “We have been denied the one thing we do best: 
holding hands and sitting alongside each other.” However, I am also seeing caregivers 
mobilize around mask-making ministries. Much needed food pantry ministry has continued 
and intensified. One of my biggest surprises early on was the power of check-in phone calls 
with each other, qualities of conversation unseen pre-pandemic. I want to explore this. 
 
Questions for the Church-Emergent:  
 

• What kind of caregiving opportunities is your congregation offering, within or beyond the 
work of the deacons? If someone were to ask you on the spot: “how can I help now,” 
what opportunities do you have on hand? 

 
• Is your pastor being asked be the main provider of your caregiving ministry? What might 

it look like in your context to share this work, accessibly and safely? 
 

• Do you have active phone chains or “shepherds lists” for people to check in on each 
other? How can we create a community of caregiving? 
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7. For Enthusiasts:  
 
Since I know you love the joy of the miraculous and celebration, if you have not seen the short 
stint of John Krasinski’s “Some Good News” on YouTube, do yourself the favor. Also, if you 
aren’t familiar with Heart Hunters on social media, look into that as well. We are all in need of 
the miraculous, authentic laughter, and spontaneous expressions of grace, and you can help 
us. I want to explore this. 
 
Questions for the Church-Emergent:  
 

• What might it look like to curate “Some Good News” for the church in your virtual 
spaces? 

 
• What might it look like to create opportunities for people to share stories and testimony 

for where people are experiencing closeness to God? 
 
 

8. For Contemplatives:  
 
Contemplatives are those who love God and love being loved by God. I cherished a bible 
study from the Covenant Gathering this week that explored the holy enmeshment between 
loving God and loving neighbor from Matthew 22:35-40, Mark 12:28-34, and Luke 10:27 (and 
also where loving self fits into that as well). I want to explore this. 
 
Questions for the Church-Emergent:  
 

• What are the ways we can specifically name how we love God and neighbor during this 
pandemic? What new norms might emerge in the way our congregation relates to the 
world? 

 
• What might a “blessing of the masks” look like in worship, reframing them less as an 

inconvenience and more as a formal ministry of loving our neighbors? 
 

• What might it look like to lift up in our physical distancing that God fills the space between 
us, as an expression that God loves us, surrounds us, protects us? 

 
• What might it look like to see our protecting measures as the armor of God metaphor from 

Ephesians 6 as a way to re-envision God’s direct action in our lives? 
 
 

9. For Intellectualists:  
 
I am noticing the intellectualist pathway affected in different ways. Some are being blessed by 
spending Sunday afternoon listening to multiple sermons videos (even with ability to skip 
forward in the worship video to the sermon itself)! However, I confess lamenting cancelled 
conferences, workshops, and classes that are so necessary for my own spiritual renewal. I need 
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to compensate by making sure I am using my book budget, and keep up my personal goal of 
reading a book a week. I want to explore this. 
 
Questions for the Church-Emergent:  
 

• What might you be challenging our people to study or learn these days? 
 

• Have you considered a book study together? Do you have topical book recommendations 
you can make? 

 
• There are ample free webinars and Zoom chats offered by the national staff of the PCUSA. 

How are you amplifying those opportunities? Have you considered inviting national staff 
to join your session for a chat about the work of their office? 

 
 
Friends, we have ignored the “check engine light” on our spiritual dashboards for far too long. 
And I see an opportunity now to step back and re-examine our ministry for a long-overdue 
spiritual audit. Might it be possible that it took a pandemic to shake us out of a more restrictive 
view of our sacred pathways? AND might there be an opportunity to embrace ways of loving 
God and each other that have yet to be realized in our contexts? 
 
This pandemic has closed some avenues, but opened others. The sacred pathways give us 
new areas of focusing our ministry efforts for a richer, more inclusive community. So when I 
hear a beloved member of the community say, “My spirituality has actually deepened during 
this pandemic,” I believe them. I believe that in the shake-up of the way we are managing 
community, something new is emerging. I am seeing the Church deployed up and down my 
Facebook feed all week in the largest mass mobilization of public evangelism I have ever 
witnessed. I am hearing “Black Lives Matter” spoken from pulpits in some of the deepest red 
territory in downstate Illinois. I am seeing new energy for white people seeking to understand 
themselves in the story of race, and how to overcome the racism that the American church 
historically blessed and institutionalized. While whatever is emerging may happen even in spite 
of our most fearful efforts to stop it anyway, I can’t help but name that it is significant to be 
within this particular moment in the history of God’s continuing unfolding plan for the Church, a 
moment of transformation, which according to Phyllis Tickle, is unseen since the Protestant 
Reformation. 
 
As we examine new sacred pathways we may not have embraced before, there is an opportunity 
NOW for the church to explore cultivating a richer spiritual garden that gives new access to all 
to participate. While I believe we are realizing there are no substitutes for gathering in person, 
at the same time, we can be newly mindful of the baggage that we left behind in our buildings, 
and name the darkness of our closets with greater courage and clarity than before. 
 
If this sounds like a lot of work, it is. We will need each other. But first we might need some 
conversation. Until we can commit to doing that, no, I do not think we are ready to go back to 
church–we are merely grumbling to go back to Egypt after only the briefest dalliance in the 
desert. 
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As we have important logistics discussions about what it means to “reopen the church” safely 
during a pandemic, may we also consider what has already been opened. May we consider 
how we ourselves are being re-opened in ways we should never close again. 
We may be surprised by the church that emerges. 
 
Rev. Ryan J. Landino 
Lead Presbyter for Transformation, Great Rivers Presbytery 
July 16, 2020 
 


